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Vision for Tomorrow

Our vision is to be an ever stronger district:

● supporting each student's academic and social emotional growth 
with continually improving programs 

● in safe, well-maintained, flexible learning facilities 

● in which our staff is supported with consistent, high-quality 
professional development and fair contracts

● and our fiscal health is sustainable because
○ budgets meet the tax cap guidelines
○ occasional tax neutral capital bonds are approved
○ and IUFSD is able to withstand occasional challenges 

 by controlling expenses

 maintaining strong reserves

All while being mindful of the tax rate 
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Guiding our work are our Strategic Objectives:

The Strategic Objectives will underpin all budgetary recommendations .

As the District plans for the future, our fiscal initiatives will align with our 
Strategic Objectives. Even when faced with fiscal challenges, we will continue 
to focus on the District’s priorities.

Aligning the Strategic Plan & Budget
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Navigating Challenges/Opportunities
● National and State political and economic landscape

o Continued inflation, election impact on economy

● State Aid Landscape – decrease in foundation aid ???

● Tax levy cap formula – CPI limit does not reflect economic reality, 
wage growth

● Unpredictable tax certioraris and timing of refund payments

● Changes in enrollment and student needs including Special 
Education needs

○ Out-of-District tuition
○ New enrollment 
○ Least restrictive environment

● Contractual obligations beyond our immediate control - such as 
pension contributions, health insurance costs, BOCES fees, facility 
needs

● Government continues to issue mandates without financial relief 
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● The next seven slides are extracted from a recent presentation 
made by Questar State Aid Planning, a group that analyzes 
state aid and assists school districts in forecasting and 
managing state aid or from The Council of School 
Superintendents (NYSCOSS).

● All information is based on the Executive Budget proposal 
released January 16, 2024.  There will likely be changes made 
until the NYS Budget is adopted, ~ April 1.

Politics Impacting Education & Local Control
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Foundation Aid Actual and Projected Increases – New York State
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Foundation Aid – Current Law vs. the Governor’s Proposal

• Foundation Aid per Current Law (CL242-5 11/15/2023) was $24.925B

o 16 suppressed districts show $0 for Foundation Aid

• Foundation Aid per the Executive Budget Proposal (BT242-5 
1/16/2024) was $24.505B

o All districts reporting Foundation Aid

• CPI change and Transition Adjustment net impact of -$420M in 
Foundation Aid

o 45 districts shift from formula to Hold Harmless

Source: Questar State Aid Planning

Politics Impacting Education & Local Control
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Foundation Aid Changes
1) Apply a lower inflation adjustment:  

– Current law calls for the per pupil “Foundation Amount” to be increased by 4.1% based on average 
monthly change in the Consumer Price Index over 2023. 

– The budget would substitute an adjustment based on the average annual change in the CPI over the 
last 10 years, excluding the highest and lowest years—lowers adjustment to 2.4%.

– For districts not on save-harmless, this typically reduces Foundation Aid increases by 1.4 
percentage points from State Education Department November estimates (e.g. from 3.9% to 
2.5%).* 

2) Reduce Save-Harmless:

– With save-harmless, districts will not experience a reduction in aid over the prior year. Think of the 
difference between the sum the formula would generate and the prior year aid as the “save-
harmless amount.”

– The budget would reduce each affected district’s save-harmless amount through a wealth-adjusted 
calculation; maximum reduction would be 50%, the minimum would be 9%. 

– Half the state’s school districts would experience year-over-year reductions in Foundation Aid. 54% 
of those districts would face the maximum 50% reduction in save-harmless funding

* In developing its November current law estimates, the State Education Department lacked full-year inflation data and applied a
3.8% inflation adjustment

Politics Impacting Education & Local Control
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10-Year Average CPI

Source: Questar State Aid Planning

Politics Impacting Education & Local Control
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Source: Questar State Aid Planning
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Reviewing the Foundation Aid Formula

 2007 formula was an under-appreciated achievement in public policy, but…

― Study behind basic per pupil amount (Foundation Amount) has not been updated in years

― Regional Cost Index values have never been updated; current design produces steep differences 
among neighboring districts

― Still using 2000 Census poverty data and problems have emerged with Free and Reduced-Price 
Lunch data

― Formula includes an “Expected Local Contribution”—there was no property tax cap when the formula 
began

― We have learned more about how children’s circumstances affect learning

― 43% of districts are not “on the formula” under current law for 2024-25 – on save-harmless 

 Process for review?

— Who should lead—State Education Department or a commission?

— SED requested $1 million to support research needed to update Foundation Aid … All statewide 
public school groups supported funding … Funding was included in Assembly and Senate one-house 
budgets …But no funding was included in enacted budget

— ECB groups met with SED several times in August and recommended an approach for the review

Politics Impacting Education & Local Control
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Included in the Governor’s Proposal

• Makes permanent the 56.848% CSE maintenance share for 
residential placements

Not Included in the Governor’s Proposal

• Payments on prior year aid owed to districts.

• Irvington is owed $367,214 of which all but $36,371 should have 
been received by now.

• Aiding districts for the expense of educating students with 
disabilities that are 22 years old

• Retiree Income Waiver – expires 6/30/24

Politics Impacting Education & Local Control



After finally funding Foundation Aid, there is now a pullback if the 
Governor’s proposal stands.
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Politics Impacting Education & Local Control



State Aid Preview
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Both building aid and transportation aid ratios decreased year to year
• Building aid ratio will decrease from 35.5 % from 32.4%, an 8.7% decrease
• Transportation aid ratio will decrease from 33.8% to 31%, an 8.3% decrease

Building aid increases as aid for Phase 1 and Phase 2 projects are now included in our 
projection, not all shown in state run yet

Transportation, BOCES and High-Cost aids are based on prior year spending.  The 
current IUFSD transportation aid estimate differs from the Governor’s run, as we use 
our best estimate of our 23-24 spending to calculate the aid expected.



Tax Cap Preview
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Tax Cap Formula 2024-25

Prior Year Tax Levy 63,107,973$   

Assessment Growth Factor 1.0187

Adjusted Prior Year Tax Levy 64,288,092$   

     + PILOTS (Base year) 14,557$          

     - Exemptions (Base year) 2,462,548$     

Subtotal 61,840,100$   

     x CPI or maximum of 2% 1.0200

     - PILOTS (Ensuing year) 14,557$          

     + Carryover -$               

     + Exemptions ERS Excess increase 6,272$            

     + Exemptions (Ensuing year) 2,332,411$     

 = Allowable Tax Levy for Next Year 65,401,029$   

Allowable Tax Levy Increase Within Tax Cap 3.63%

Net Increase 2,293,056$     



Revenue Projection
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IUFSD Recent Budget History
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So where have we been?
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Demystifying the Fund Balance

● What is the fund balance?
○ End-of-year difference between expenses & revenue is transferred to fund 

balance or reserves where appropriate

○ State allows and recommends 4% of budget to be retained by school districts

● How is it used?
○ To cover emergency (unbudgeted) necessities 

○ Used for cash flow from July 1 until October (when District receives tax revenue) 
to pay bills and salaries; reduces interest expense by not needing to borrow via 
a Tax Anticipation Note (TAN)

● What are the ramifications for using it?

○ Not a sustainable source to balance budgets

○ Could lower bond rating, resulting in higher interest rates

○ District could receive “Fiscal Stress” designation from NYS
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Fund Balance and Reserves
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Reserves are designated for specific purposes and thus take stress off 
the annual budget when those expenses increase in any given period.  
If a need for these reserves no longer exists, the funds may be 
reassigned or applied toward an annual budget.



Budget Process
December Identification of needs 
January-February Analysis; State budget data released
February 27, 2024 Operations and Finance
March 5, 2024 Curriculum and Instruction 
March 19, 2024 Proposed Budget
April 2, 2024 Budget Discussion/Adjustments
April 16, 2024 Budget Adoption
May 7, 2024 Official Budget Hearing
May 21, 2024 Budget Vote & Trustee Election 

Responsibility of the Board

● The Board must:
○ Determine budgetary ceiling - responsible growth 
○ Determine if we should change fund balance appropriation level 
○ Maintain a sustainable financial future 

● Critical discussions:
○ Each of the upcoming meetings are important
○ Board to provide Administration with budget direction
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Operations & Finance 
Budget
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Budget Development Focus
This budget presentation will focus primarily on the following 
Strategic Objective:

Stewardship of Resources

However, areas discussed tonight also greatly impact

Learning Environment
Community Engagement 
Student Success

Therefore, we will:

● Develop a fiscally responsible budget that is mindful of the impact of 
the school budget on the entire school community

● Outline needs for our facilities

● Define future needs

● Invest in our infrastructure 
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Business and Operations
The Business and Operations component of the budget includes:

● Board of Education
○ Costs of Board, District Clerk, District Meeting (Budget Votes)

● Chief School Administrator
○ Superintendent, Secretary to Superintendent, Office Expenses

● Finance
○ Assistant Superintendent for Business & Operations, Purchasing, Treasurer, 

Payroll,  Benefits, Accounts Payable and Receivable, Facility Use Scheduling, 
Auditing, Food Service account reconciliation

● Legal, Human Resources, Public Information, Central Printing & Mailing
○ Hiring and staff management, Website hosting, Communications to the 

public

● Facilities and Operations

● Central Data Processing (Administrative/Infrastructure Technology)

● Special Items
○ Insurance, BOCES Admin/Capital, Sewer Tax, Tax Certiorari refunds

● Transportation

● Debt Service

● Transfer to Other Funds
23



Business and Operations

General Support, not including Facilities, comprises 5% of our current budget. Facilities 
is 8% and Transportation is 5%.  Finally Debt obligations comprised 5%.

The combined push ahead budget for these areas is currently $16,588,042.
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Year-to-Year Budget Variances
Without any new initiatives, the following budget variances will occur:

• Salaries

• Facilities
o Equipment needs
o Ongoing maintenance

• BOCES 
o Cost of Services,  Administrative Charge

• Technology Infrastructure Equipment/Bandwidth

• Special Education tuitions to meet needs of student population

• Insurance costs

• Transportation CPI factor and contract changes
o Special Ed and private school transportation population constantly changes

• Debt Service – per actual schedule of amounts due
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Summary of New Considerations

Consideration Amount

Primary 
Strategic Plan 

Objective Rationale

HVAC 
Preventative 
Maintenance 
Contract

$75,000 Stewardship 
of Resources

The cost of HVAC inspections, preventative 
maintenance,  and repairs is often a difficult 
number to predict and budget each year.  In 
the maintenance contractual and inspection 
budget lines, we are currently budgeting 
$95,000 for HVAC needs, both heating and 
cooling. The proposal is to engage in a 
competitively bid contract for annual HVAC 
services.  The first year this contract would 
include mostly preventative maintenance and 
inspections and provide more consistency in 
our operations, providing a more comfortable 
environment for students and staff.  The second 
phase is for the contract to include repairs in 
the base price.  The same company would then 
do the inspections, prevention and repairs. We 
anticipate a cost increase of approximately 
$75,000 for 24-25 and then in 25-26, we would 
carry that cost plus the $95,000 we already 
budget toward the all encompassing HVAC 
contract.
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Summary of New Considerations

Consideration Amount

Primary 
Strategic Plan 

Objective Rationale

Additional facility 
improvement 
projects 

List of suggested 
additional 
projects are 
shown on slide 39 
with the Facilities 
Budget section

$171,205 Stewardship of 
Resources

Learning 
Environment

If revenue permits, it would be 
prudent to include one-time 
expenses, so we have budget 
flexibility year to year.  The push 
ahead budget cannot cover all the 
facility improvement requests each 
year.

Electronic On-site 
Voting Capability

$4,500 Community 
Engagement

The use of E-books (Ipads) in the 
voting process eliminates the need 
to sign voters books and 
incorporates all late registrations.  
Errors are also minimized.
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Summary of New Considerations

Consideration Amount
Primary Strategic

Plan Objective Rationale

Records 
Management

$10,000 Stewardship of 
Resources

Over the years, we have received 
grants for scanning old records and 
the need is still present as we have 
limited space to store records.  
Matching funds are always 
required for grants.  Future time in 
searching for records will be 
reduced as well.

Translator Stipend $14,151
(includes 
benefits)

Community 
Engagement

While we often translate 
documents, there is a growing 
need to be able to speak with 
parents one on one in a native 
language.  Examples are to 
complete registration process or 
communications from principals.
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Proposed Board of Education/ 
Superintendent Budget

Key Push Ahead Variances:
Clerk position combined with 
SBO/Treasurer position – will see 
offset in Finance budget

New Considerations:
Tablets for voting
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Proposed Finance Budget

Key Push Ahead Variances:
 BOCES decrease from reduced 

subscriptions

 Restructure of Business Office duties 
from District Clerk to Account Clerk

New Considerations:
Matching funds for Records 
Management grant
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Human Resources, Legal, Public Info, 
Messenger, Mailing Proposed Budget

New Considerations:
Stipend for translator 
services

Key Push Ahead Variances:
 Increased funds for document translations

 Increased cost of BOCES services
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Facilities Push Ahead Budget

• Each year, facilities equipment and building repair & improvement 
projects are budgeted starting from $0 based on identified needs on a 
priority level.

• The capital project has addressed many of the very costly 
improvements we have identified over the years.  However, we were not 
able to include all the scope of work identified by the various 
stakeholder groups

• Not all items are included in the proposed budget.  Some can wait for a 
future year.   All needs remain on the “To- Do” list and are monitored!

• Supplies include an increased investment in electric grounds 
maintenance equipment and funds for in-house projects, saving the 
District money.

Facilities Operations & Maintenance
Proposed Budget
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New Considerations:
Additional facility projects – see 
slide 39

HVAC Preventative 
Maintenance contract

Push Ahead Variances
 Equipment includes replacement of a Compressor 

and a riding tractor with plow.
 Contractual: Playground surface refills, fitness room 

testing, inflation
 Supplies reflect price increases and materials for in-

house projects; air purifier filters
 Utilities includes funds for price increases offset by 

reduction in electrical use from LED project
 See next slide for list of Building Projects
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Facilities Push Ahead Budget

Building Maintenance and Improvements projects include:

• Painting projects (all schools)

• Floor tile/carpet replacement (Dows, MSS, HS)

• Auditorium floor joist reinforcement (MSS)

• Playground funds for Dows for equipment replacement and MSS 
to add ADA equipment

• Boiler tube replacements (IMS/CMS)

• Maher Gym floor resurface (LGA)

• Address roof vent leaks (CMS)

• AC soundproofing (TG)

• Concrete repairs – District wide

• Brick repointing – District wide
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Facilities Push Ahead Budget (continued)

Building Maintenance and Improvements projects include:

• Replacement of three exterior doors (MSS Gym)

• Classroom changes to accommodate extra section (MSS)

• Install radiator covers – phased approach (MSS)

• Upgrade of HVAC Building Management System controls 
(IMS/CMS) 

• Basketball hoop hoist replacement (Campus Gym)

• School store kiosk (IMS)

• Bathroom partition upgrades (IMS)

Current variance to PY budget = -$60,152

Note a significant increase occurred for the current year and thus less 
will need to be addressed within one year.
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Facilities Push Ahead Budget

Building maintenance and improvements projects  to be completed by 
custodial staff in-house – funds shown in supply budget ~$10,000

• Bottle filling stations

• Faucet and toilet replacements

• Partitions to expand/change use of space

• Painting projects – hallways, trim work, offices, classrooms (all 
schools)

Also included in the Supply budget

• Floor cleaning machine

• Tools

• Air purifier filters

• 4% inflation factor

36
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Facilities Push Ahead Budget – Key Variances

Maintenance Contractual: Increase of $23,410

• Inflation

• Playground mulch

• Rain gutter cleaning

Maintenance Inspection: Increase of $5,820

• Inflation

• Fitness room testing/inspections

37
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Facilities Push Ahead Budget – Key Variances

Equipment Expenditures:  Increase of $83,000

Equipment budget is zero based each year based on needs.  Proposed in 
this budget are:

• Compressor and tank replacement (Dows) $25,000

• Riding Tractor with plow $47,500

• Emergency allowance* $15,000

* Equipment funds must be included in a budget as funds cannot be transferred to equipment 
code during the school year.  A contingency budget typically eliminates any equipment 
expenditure unless deemed a safety issue.
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Additional Projects listed as New Consideration

• Replace padding in campus gym $46,000

• Redesign of the main office/atrium (HS) - $25,000

• Replace flooring in guidance office (IMS) $7,400

• Replace stairwell fire doors and frames (HS) $30,000

• Replace tile in faculty women’s bathroom (Dows) $9,500

• Replacement of classroom floor tile (Main St) $53,305

Total:  $171,205
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Additional Projects not included

Building maintenance and improvements projects considered but 
not yet included in the budget proposal or as a new consideration:

• Fence replacement and paving of basketball court (Dows)* - $200,000

• Replace cafeteria flooring (Dows) $44,400

• Repave play area (Dows) $70,000

• Replace classroom countertops and cabinets (Dows) $103,000

• Replace fire escapes (Main St) $157,600

• Resurface blacktop basketball court (IMS) $150,000

• Additional Painting projects (all schools) $147,150

• Renovation of HS Girls bathroom $110,000*

• Remove built-in casework in classrooms (IHS) $30,000

• Add more parking – no current estimate as this requires further study

The Facilities Department and Buildings and Grounds Committee 
are maintaining these projects in our Long Range Facilities Plan
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Facilities Operations & Maintenance
Proposed Budget

* Currently have SED permit and would qualify for building aid



Central Data Processing Proposed Budget

Push Ahead Variances
 Equipment includes replacement of aging  

Access Points

 BOCES includes increased pricing for current 
subscriptions

New Considerations:
None
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Special Items Proposed Budget

Push Ahead Variances
 Insurance costs increases due to 

Child Victims Act, cyber attacks, 
environmental events

New Considerations:
None
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Transportation Proposed Budget

Push Ahead Variances:
 CPI increase of ~4% and current usage

 Increased costs for special runs

New Considerations:
None
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Other Fiscal: Debt Service, Inter-fund 
Transfers

New Consideration:
None

Push Ahead Variances
 Based on current borrowing

 Transfer to Special Aid is for Extended School Year 
programs for special education students
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Budget Summary
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Recap of Proposals

The proposals discussed tonight:

● Align with our Strategic Goals 

● Demonstrate how facility and maintenance relate to student 
learning experiences

● Represent our commitment to maintaining our facilities

● Address important infrastructure needs and deferred maintenance

● Address needs of our community

● Maintain flexibility for future budgets with one time cost proposals

● Will be under consideration and will be modified throughout the 
budget process as the balance of the budget remains in 
development 
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Future Budget Discussions

Date* Meeting Topic

Tuesday March 5
BOE meeting - Budget presentation on curriculum, 
technology, athletics, special education/pupil personnel 
services

Tuesday, March 19 BOE meeting – Superintendent’s Proposed 2023-24 Budget 
and revenue presentation

Tuesday, April 2 BOE meeting – Budget Discussion & Revision

Tuesday, April 16 BOE meeting - Budget Adoption

Tuesday, May 7 BOE Budget Hearing followed by regular meeting

Tuesday, May 21 Annual Meeting - BUDGET VOTE
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Future Budget Discussions
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Discussion
Budget@IrvingtonSchools.org
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